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The main result of this paper is a complete classification of all separable 
C*-algebras 9[ with sfinite dual ‘@. These algebras are classified through their 
dual ‘% and certain N-valued functions d on %, called defectors. Specifically, 
we give for each finite T,,-space P and defector d on P explicit construction of 
a separable C*-algebra %(P, d) of operators on a separable Hilbert space $(P, d). 
This algebra satisfies I(P, d)” = P and it is shown that each separable C*- 
algebra @ with I% = P is isomorphic to some X(P, d). Moreover, we give 
a complete description of the isomorphism classes of the ‘%(P, d) in terms of 
the defector d and characterize the classes in terms of normalized defectors. 
In [3] the authors gave a complete characterization of all separable 
C*-algebras 9I whose duals ‘& are finite forests. With the aid of these 
results it is now possible to determine completely the structure and 
invariants of all separable C*-algebras with a finite dual, i.e., to give 
a complete classification of these algebras. The main idea of this paper 
is to represent any such algebra ‘$l canonically as a subalgebra of 
a forest-C*-algebra ‘$i, which may be considered a sort of enveloping 
C*-algebra of 9L In our, construction B is in some sense the covering 
of ‘&. This paper is organized as follows: In the first part we discuss 
the invariants, which are partially ordered sets and defectors. Then 
we construct to each of these invariants a separable Hilbert space and 
an algebra of operators. In the course of this construction we also give 
a more detailed description of the C*-algebras of [3]. In the third 
part the isomorphy of these models is investigated and we show that 
each separable C*-algebra with a finite dual is isomorphic to one of 
these models. This actually is the most difficult and technical part of 
this paper. Finally, the isomorphism problem is taken up again and 
further extensions of these results are considered. 
Since this paper leans heavily on the results of [3], we shall also 
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use the notation of [3]. We mention that throughout all Hilbert 
spaces and (Y-algebras are separable. If 21 is a C*-algebra andp and 4 
are projectors in 2l, then p is called equivalent to 4 if there exist a 
partial isometry v in 2X with vv* = q and v*v I= p. 
The idea of using forest algebras as a sort of enveloping algebra is 
essentially due to Leptin, whereas the new global construction of the 
algebras with forest duals as well as the first version of the proof of 
Theorem 3 are due to Behncke. 
1. THE INVARIANTS 
Let 2l be a separable C*-algebra with a finite dual $i. It is known 
that 21 is postliminal [5,4.7.2], hence & and Prim 2l may be identified 
[5, 4.3.71. In this identification one assigns to each irreducible repre- 
sentation n (equivalence class of representations) the kernel ker 7r 
E Prim B and to each I E Prim 2X the unique class of representations 
rr with ker r = I. Throughout we shall use this identification and 
consider elements of ‘@ as primitive ideals or irreducible representa- 
tions according to our convenience. Prim 21 is ordered in a natural 
fashion by inclusion. For representations n1 , 7~s E $i the relation 
rri < nTTz or ker 7~~ C ker nz means that r1 factors n=.a . With the aid of 
this partial order one defines on @ the Jacobson topology [5, 3.1.11. 
This topology is a TO-topology and from it one may recover the 
original partial order. Thus, since there is a one to one correspondence 
between the Jacobson topology on @ and the natural partial order on 
‘&, we shall always consider @ a partially ordered set even though the 
topology is used more commonly in C*-theory. Finite partially 
ordered sets can be represented canonically by diagrams, and it is 
advantageous to picture ‘@ by such a diagram. 
Let P be a finite partially ordered set. By a rope Y of P we mean a 
maximal chain in P connecting some minimal element of P with some 
element of P. This element we call the upper endpoint of r. Let P 
denote the set of all ropes of P. P is ordered in a natural fashion by 
inclusion. With this order P is even a forest [3]. Let v: P -+ P denote 
the surjection which assigns to each rope its upper endpoint v(r) E P. 
v is order preserving and for each x E P the set v-l(x) consists of 
incomparable elements. Subsets of P of the form ~-l(x) with x E P 
we shall call fibers and the pair (p, p’) we call the coveriqforest of P. 
It is easy to see that (p, q) has the universal property of the “simply 
connected covering space” of P: If #: F -+ P is an isotonic surjection 
of a forest F onto P, then there exists a unique surjection p: F -+ P 
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with # = 93 0 p. In particular, P is uniquely determined by P and 
if P is already a forest, we may take P = P. For x E P we denote by P, 
the partially ordered set (y E P 1 y > x}. Topologically, P, is the 
closed hull of {x) in P. The relation “x covers y in P” will be denoted 
by x ->y. 
A defector d of the finite partially ordered set P is an R-valued 
function on P such that d(x) > 0 for each maximal element of P. 
The number d(x) is called the defect of d in x. The restriction of the 
defector d of P to the subset P, with x E P will be denoted by d, . 
Two defectors d and d’ of P will be considered equal if there exists 
an automorphism /J of P with d = d’ 0 4. As in [3] we define: 
DEFINITION. Two defectors d and d’ of P are called immediately 
equivalent if d(x) = d’( x ) f or all x E P with the exception of at most 
one nonmaximal y E P. For this element y, we require 
d(y) = d’(y) + dY-4 or d’(Y) = d(Y) + 44 
for some x * >y if d(z) = d’(z) < co. If d(x) = co, the defects in y 
may be arbitrary. The defectors d and d’ are called equivalent (d - d’) 
if they can be connected by a finite chain of immediately equivalent 
defectors. 
As in [3] we show now: 
LEMMA 1. Let d and d’ be defectors on the jkite partially ordered 
set P, and let y be a nonmaximal element in P. Then d N d’ ;f 
(i) d(x) = d’(x)for all x # y. 
(ii) d(y) = d’(y) + g with g = &, m, d(z) > 0, m, E E if 
Cz>, d(4 < 00. 
(iii) If &, d(z) = co, then d(y) and d’(y) may be arbitrary. 
DEFINITION. A defector d on P is normalized if for all x E P 
(9 Cy>s d(y) = CO * d(x) = 0, 
(ii) c,>z d(Y) < co z- d(x) = co, O,..., g - 1, where g is the 
greatest common divisor of all d(y) with y > X. 
An easy consequence of Lemma 1 is now: 
LEMMA 2. Every defector don P is equivalent to a unique normalized 
a%fe&r. 
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Obviously, there is a one to one correspondence between defectors 
d on P and those defectors IE on P, which are constant on the fibers of 
the covering map q~. This correspondence is given by 2 = d o q~. It 
preserves normalization and equivalence. 
Let P be a finite partially ordered set with defector d and covering 
forest (P, y). Let x E P and Y, s E p-l(x) C P. Then (P)r consists of all 
ropes extending Y. This permits us to define an order isomorphism 
qr: (PJ- --t P, by assigning to each rope r’ E (PJ- the #-extension 
of the rope Y. 
2. THE MODELS 
Our models of C*-algebras with finite duals turn out to be sub- 
algebras of forest-C*-algebras, which were investigated in [3]. For 
this reason, we shall give now a more explicit construction of such 
C*-algebras. Contrary to [3], it does not use any inductive definitions. 
This has the advantage that it can be extended easily to infinite 
forests and that it leads immediately to an algebraic characterization 
of such algebras. 
Thus for a finite forest F with defector d, let I = I(d) denote the 
system of all Z-valued functions 01 on F with the properties: 
(i) the support of 01 lies on a subchain of F. 
(ii) a(x) > 0 for some maximal element x of F or a(y) < 0 for 
some nonmaximal y EF. 
(iii) a(x) E 10, I,..., d(x)} if x is maximal in F. 
(iv) a(x) E N,(,) = (--d(x) ,..., 0, l,... } if x E F is not 
maximal. 
(v) a(x)<O~~(y)==Oforally>x. 
For x E F, let “1 be the set of all 01~1 with: 
(i) a(y) = 0 for all y incomparable to x. 
(ii) a(y) > 0 for ally < x. 
With 1, the set of all N-valued functions on {y EF 1 y < x] and 
I” = I(d,), we have 
“I=I, XI”. (1) 
With this we define now: 
$3 = b(d) = ~2(1(4), 
for XEF. 
(2) 
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z$j is a subspace of 6. Thus we may consider 
R2 = hi* 63 wij2) (3) 
as an algebra of operators on $j, by defining Rz * “51 = 0. The 
C*-algebra of operators on 5j generated by all Rz with x E F we shall 
denote by a(d). It is now easy to show that this ‘%(d) has all the 
required properties of the models of [3]. 
The algebras R, with x E F satisfy: 
R,R, C si, if x < y and R,$&, = 0 if x and y are incomparable. (4) 
For nontrivial defectors, the inclusion is proper in general. The second 
relation in (4) follows from ~1 n VI = k7 for noncomparable x and y. 
The elements of I* define the standard basis in eZ(rx) = $= and, 
in turn, this basis defines one-dimensional matrix units f$,” E R(!+jz) 
with CL, v E I”. Thus the elements 
e2 U.” = hi2 OK,” with CL, v E Ix (5) 
form a system of matrix units of fix . 
Let y E F be nonmaximal, and let p E I” with p(y) = j E N. Then 
p does not vanish on some F, with x .> y. Clearly, p jF, = ~1 E 1”. 
For this p we write p = (j, p). With these notations the c,” satisfy 
the relations 
4keL = 0 if x and y are incomparable 
(6) 
e L = ~4Lm~ if x 3 Y. 
The system of matrix units (e$ 1 x E F, p, v E P} satisfying (6) 
determines completely the algebra a(d). Specifically, we have: 
THEOREM 1. Let 9l be a C*-algebra of operators on some Hilbert 
space $j, and let F be a jkite forest with defector d. Moreover, let I(d), 
IS ,... be defined as above, and let {c,, 1 x E F, CL, v E I”> be a generating 
system of linearly independent matrix units of 2l satisfying (6). Then we 
have 
(i) 53, , the C*-s&algebra of 9l generated by all {$,, ( p, v E I”>, 
is isomorphic to S(P(P)). 
(ii) St&, = 0 if x and y are incomparable, (0) # 5X&, C $3, if 
y < x. If 0 # a E X, then there exists a minimal z E F and some b E Rz 
with ab # 0. 
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(iii) YI = Czar @ Sz, . 
(iv) If E is a closed subset of F with complement U, then JE = 
CzeLi @ 33, is a closed two-sided ideal of ‘11, $91E = CZEE @ Sz, is a closed 
subalgebra of ‘3 and 9l = JE @ GSE . 
(v) Every two-sided ideal is of the form JE for some closed E C F 
and ?je is primitive if E = F). In particular, !& N F. 
(vi) 91 N a(d). 
Proof. (i) is obvious. For a proof of the first two statements of (ii), 
we refer the reader to Lemma 4. The last statement of (ii) and the 
remaining claims will be shown by induction on 1 F /. For / F / = 1 
or 2, there is hardly anything to show. Hence, assume [F 1 > 2. If 
F is not connected, it is the disjoint union of two nontrivial open and 
closed subsets F1 and Fz . Correspondingly, we have % = ‘%, @ 2& 
and (ii)- follow by induction hypothesis applied to ‘5X1 and a2 . 
Hence, we may assume that F is a tree with root z. Let P = F - {z}, 
and let ‘$i be the subalgebra of ‘% generated by all 9% with x of;. 
If 0 # a E fi8 n ‘%, then by induction hypothesis applied to 3 there 
exists an element 6 E R, with x < x < y with 0 f c = ab. Then 
c E R, n fiz and the induction hypothesis applied to 52, @ 52, gives 
c = 0, a contradiction. Clearly $$ is a minimal ideal of Cu and the 
canonical homomorphism of % into ?I/9 is injective, hence isometric 
on ‘%. It follows that the image of 2l in 2l/R# is closed, and this implies 
that 5$ @ ‘8 is closed. Since &, C 3, @ % for all y E F, we get 
% = sz, 0 a = CysF @ sty . An immediate consequence of this is 
(iv). 
(v) Let J be a nontrivial two-sided ideal of ‘%. Since $& is simple 
for each x E F, we either have Sz, CJ or R, n 3 = (0). Now define 
U={~EFIR,CJ} and E = F - U. Then because of (ii), U is 
open. If (0) # JE G J, there exists an element 0 # a E ‘%E n J. By (ii) 
applied to 2fE , there is a minimal x E E and an element b E R, with 
0 # ab E & n 3. This, however, is impossible because RX n J = (0). 
Assume JE is primitive and E contains two minimal elements x1 , x2 . 
Then J1 = JE @ R,, and 32 = JE @ A,+ are ideals with JE = &Jz, 
which is impossible [5, 3.9.11. If x E E is the unique minimal element 
of E, then E = @. 
(vi) This follows immediately from [3]. Since the annihilator 
of the maximal liminal ideal of %(d) is (0), the last statement of (ii) 
holds for W(d), hence also for ‘?I because % 1! N(d). 
With the aid of these results we can now investigate the general 
case. Let P be a finite partially ordered set with defector d and 
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covering forest (F, y). Elements of P will be denoted by X, y, z and 
elements of F by Y, s, t. For x E P and Y E y-lx define now the map $,.: 
I(x) = I(&) + I’ by #&) = 01. c&. Then 4, - $;I defines a map 
from I’ onto 1”. For x E P and I”, v E I(X), define now 
and let R, denote the closed subalgebra of ‘%(a) generated by all 
(4t.v I PFL, v E WI. Th en cU(d) will denote the subalgebra of %(Ct) 
generated by all si, with x E P. 
In the next two lemmas we derive the most important relations 
satisfied by these matrix units. 
LEMMA 3. The matrix elements {c,,> with x E P satisfy 
eL4L = 0 if x and y are incomparable. (8) 
Let x E P, and let y1 ,..., yI E P be all elements in P covered by x. Then 
we have similar to (7) 
Proof. Since x incomparable to y implies CJ&X incomparable to 
v-‘y, (8) follows from (6). (9) is likewise a consequence of (6). 
In order to extend Lemma 3 to arbitrary pairs x 3 y, we consider 
P,, and its covering forest (G, y’). Let v’-‘(x) = {rr ,..., rk). G contains 
K copies of pz, namely, (G)TI ,..., (G),k. With this notation we can 
now show: 
LEMMA 4. (a) Let x 3 y, then ez, ~ y el: A = 0 unless K has its support 
on a chain through some rl for 1 = l,..., k’and K )(C)rz = &v. 
(b) If this condition holds and K = (p, C&V), then 
4L4L = eh with 0 = (P, 6,~). 
Proof. (a) We use induction on the largest chain connecting x and 
y. If x .> y, (a) follows easily from (9). Now write c,” as in (9). Then 
unless the condition of (a) is satisfied. 
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(4 Assume K kc,),, =v,andlety=s,~s,a...as,=r,be 
the chain which carries part of K. We may write 
Then (9) gives 
K = (n, Y..., %-I , $&,V). 
=e Yn, *...* Ti*-l.*QJ.l by induction hypothesis. 
With this we can now show: 
THEOREM 2. The algebra !X(d) satisjes conditions (i) through (v) of 
Theorem 1 with F replaced by P. 
Proof. (i) is obvious. If x and y are incomparable, we have 
Sz, * Sz, = (0) because p?-‘(x) and q-l(y) are incomparable. If x 2 y, 
then (0) # St& C S$, follows from Lemma 4. If 0 # a E ‘%(d) C ‘+3(d), 
then there exists a minimal r E P = F and a b E fiz = 5$,(,.) with 
ab + 0. Since B(d) C ‘3(d), (“‘) f 11 m o ows directly from Theorem l(iii). 
The remaining claims are shown as in the proof of Theorem 1. 
We remark that ‘2QE N ‘%(d IE). 
COROLLARY. Every jinite To-space can be realized as the dual of a 
separable C*-algebra. 
The system of matrix units {e,, 1 x E P, CL, v EI(x)} with (8) and (9) 
characterizes 2X(d) completely. In fact we have: 
LEMMA 5. Let ‘% be a C*-algebra of operators on some Hilbert 
space fi, and let P be ajnitepartially ordered set. Let the index sets I(x),. . . 
be &fined as above, and let (fi,” ) x E P, p, v E I(x)} be a generating 
system of linearly inakpendknt matrix units of ‘3 with (8) and (9). Then 
‘$I N a(d). 
Proof. Let ‘$l,, be the system of finite linear combination of matrix 
units. Then ‘2X0 is a generating subalgebra of ‘2S. Hence, rU, is dense in 
‘?I. Similarly define ‘B(d),, and let #: 2I,, + 2l(d), be defined by 
a,h(f z,J = ceV . Then 4 is bijective, linear, and multiplicative. Since 
the C*-norm of ‘2X0 and ‘+X(d), is determined algebraically through the 
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spectrum, 4 is even isometric. Hence, 4 extends to an isomorphism of 
5Z and a(d). 
3, THE ISOMORPHISM PROBLEM 
The most important result of this paper is: 
THEOREM 3. (i) Every separable C*-algebra 2I with a jinite dual 
$i = P is isomorphic to some a(d). 
(ii) ‘%(d) is isomorphic to !2l(d’) if and only ifd and d’ are equivalent. 
Proof 1. The proof will be by induction on ) ‘@ 1. Because of [3], 
the result is true for 1 @ / < 3. Hence, let % be a separable C*-algebra 
with finite dual $I = P with 1 P ) > 3. The induction hypothesis 
permits us to assume that P is connected. At first we consider the 
case in which P has minimal elements x1 ,..., zI with I > 1 and 
corresponding minimal ideals fii . Let G = & @ Ri be the socle 
of ‘$I. Since @l/A,)^ / = / P 1 - 1, there exists by induction hypo- 
thesis and Theorem 2(iv) a subalgebra b C ‘% with St, CB and 
‘%/si, = G/R, @ s/St1 . Again by induction hypothesis, 8 = fir @ 6 
with (X a subalgebra of ‘%. Since G n 6 C G n !B n 6 = St, n CC = (0), 
it follows that % = &i @ Ri @ 6. Since I& 1 < I P 1, the algebra (t 
is generated by a system of matrix units {e;,, 1 y E 6Z} such that (8) and 
(9) hold. Among these, let {eE!O lj = I,..., k} be the minimal projec- 
tors. Fix a rj = y and an index 01 E I(X). If xd 4: y, then ez,,& et,, = 0, 
and if zi < y, we have (0) # ez,,& ef*, . In this case, ez,,R, et,. is 
generated by a system of one-dimensional matrix units {e~,~~,(,,,,>. 
Defining 
e? (3,u),uc,v) = , , , , , 5 2;; d (I(cd: ” and 2 =Ce,“,,, 
we obtain a system of matrix units for e”R, d which satisfies 
Since the egffi{ evj for j = l,..., R annihilate each other in Ri , we can 
complete these units of the e%, eu4 to a full system 
{e:fY I pL, y E .Wl 
of matrix units of st( . Hence Theorem 3(i) is shown for this case. 
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2. Thus it remains to treat the case I = 1. Let x be the root 
of P, and let Q = P - {z>. N ow Cu may be considered an algebra 
of operators on some Hilbert space $ with 
R(B) C ‘3 and ‘?I/R(fi) = ‘% N ‘S(d) for some defector d” on Q. (10) 
The proof of Theorem 3(i) will be accomplished by lifting the matrix 
units of @ to appropriate units of M. Let 16 denote the canonical 
homomorphism QI -+ ‘8/R. Elements of ‘% and classes of elements in 2l 
will be denoted by a, b,... . Since ‘$i N 2l(d), we can find in @ a 
complete system of matrix units {f$ / x E Q; p, v E I(x)). For x E Q 
define now 
J(X) = (l,..., d(x)} if x is maximal and 
J(x) = {--J(x), --J(x) + I,..., --I} = {CYEI(X) 1 a(x) < 0} if x is not 
maximal. 
For x, y E P with y .> x, let 1(x, y) = (CX EI(x) 1 (II = (j, p) with 
CL E 4Y)h 
Before proving Theorem 3(i) we treat a special case. 
LEMMA 6. Assume ‘3 satisjes (10) with Q of height 2, i.e., every 
maximal chain in Q consists of at most two points. Denote the minimal 
elements of Q by yI ,..., yt and the maximal elements of Q by x, ,..., xk . 
Assume further that d(x,) = 1 and that the bi have already been lifted 
to orthogonal projectors e xi E ‘?I. Then the matrix units {t?& 1 x E Q} of 
‘% can be lifted to matrix units {e:,, 1 x E Q} of % such that 
(i) the @i remain unchanged, 
(3 W4?LIx~Q~ p t f g are ar 0 a enerating system (e:,, 1 x E P} 
of matrix units of ‘3 with (8) and (9). 
Proof. (a) Once the (c,, 1 x E Q} in % have been constructed, 
determining the {& ) CL, v E I(z)} amounts to decorating one-dimen- 
sional units in fi($j) with the proper indices. Since this has already 
been done in part 1 above, we shall only lift the (e:,, 1 x E Q} such that 
(8) and (9) hold. The {t?,“,i, 1 i = l,..., I; p cI(yi)} form a system of 
minimal orthogonal projectors of ‘$I. Hence they can be lifted to a 
family of orthogonal projectors {e,?&}. This can be done such that 
because the lifting is only module R. Now let fi,i = ~Uel(y,,z,) eF,$ , 
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then exi = &Cz,fj,z . H ence the lemma is shown if for each i = l,..., 1 
we can lift the #$} to matrix units of ‘9I such that 
This, however, is just the lemma we set out to prove for I = 1, 
because modulo St thefj,i act as multipliers on the algebra generated 
by the {e’$}. 
(b) Hence, assume 1 = 1 and yr = y. For simplicity, we 
denote I(y, x,) by I, , ex* by e, , and J(y) by J. Since for each 
i = l,..., kei21ei is a C*-algebra with a three-point dual and 
unit ei , we can lift the a:,, with p, v E 1,: to a system of matrix units 
{eg,y j cc, v E 4) on e& such that CUEll e:,, < ei has infinite codimension 
with respect to ei . This is done as in [2]. Similarly, lift the defect 
units f?zeV with CL, v E J to appropriate units of %. Now redefine the 
e:,” with II, v E J by reducing them by pieces of dimension k > 1. 
(c) Now we shall redefine the e:,, with I*, v E I(y) - J such that 
the e:,, are all equivalent and such that the conditions of (b) still 
hold. Fix an index h E J and p E Ii . Since ey,A and e:,, are 
equivalent modulo R there exists a v E 4, with either VU* = eyPA 
and v*v < e:,, or vv* < eysA and v*v = e:,, . In the first case, 
redefine ei,, # 0 by v*v and redefine the other ef*, with v ~1~ 
accordingly. This process merely enlarges the already infinite 
dimensional projection e, - J& e& = or . In the second case, 
enlarge the er,, with v E 1r by pieces of dimension dim(ey,, - vv*) 
from q1 , such that the new q1 is still infinite dimensional. Of course, 
these changes lead to appropriate changes of the e:,, with p # v 
and cc, v E Il. Now choose a v E I, and repeat the game with e:,, 
instead of ey,n . Continuation of this argument leads to a system of 
matrix units {e:,, 1 CL, v E I(y)} with ei - C,,,, e:,, = qi infinite 
dimensional projections. Now write qi = x,,el.g,, with dimg, = 1, 
and let g,,, be one-dimensional partial isometrics with g,,,g:, = g, 
and .&& ,Y = g, . Then redefine the e:,, with p, v G I(y) - J to be 
45 + g,,, . Similarly redefine the defect units. Then the new system 
has all the required properties. 
3. The proof of Theorem 3(i) will now be accomplished with 
the following lemma: 
LEMMA 7. Let ‘3 be a separable C*-algebra with (lo), and let 
{$,, 1 x E $3, p, v E I(x)) be a system of matrix units of ‘% with (8) and (9). 
Then these units can be lifted to matrix units of ‘3 such (8) and (9) hold. 
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Proof. We use induction on 1 Q (. For / Q 1 < 2, we refer to [3]. 
Hence, assume j Q 1 > 2. Let yi ,..., yr be the minimal elements of Q, 
and let R = Q - {yl ,..., , < , Q;i}.zhe {EE,y j x E R} generate a subalgebra 
- 
ence these units can be lifted to units 
such that (8) and (9) hold. In addition, lift the 
WM I P E J(YiN t o orthogonal projections orthogonal also to all e$ 
with x E R. Let xi ,..., x, be the minimal elements of R. For each 
i = I,..., k, fix an index hi E I(xJ and let 
j=l UEJ(Y~) 
Then P ‘% P is an algebra of the type discussed in the previous lemma. 
Hence for eachj andyi < X, , xb , we can find matrix units e~~,r,,,cmBn,J 
such that 
Now define 
effi 
(%U),b?n,U) = 
exa e cab 
u,l, (%A,),(?uJ lb+ * 
Then the relations (8) and (9) hold also for the eS because of the 
matrix relations among these elements. This shows the lemma. 
The proof of Theorem 3(i) will be completed by defining appro- 
priate units e”,,” , which is done as above. 
We remark that in this lifting, d(x) is only determined modulo 
multiples of d(x) for some x > x (for this, see the proof of Lemma 6 
at the end of section b). This will be of importance later. In addition, 
we remark that this is also a new proof for the corresponding result 
of [l]. 
4. Our next aim is to show: d N d’ S- ‘3(d) N a(S). Again 
we use induction on 1 P I. For 1 P 1 < 3, the result is known [3]. 
Hence 1 P 1 > 3. Of course, we may assume that d and d’ are imme- 
diately equivalent and that Pis connected. Let x1 ,..., xr be the minimal 
elements of P, and let P = P - {zr). If d and d’ differ in a non- 
maximal element, we write X(d) = S&,, @b. Then b N ‘B(d) with 
d = d Jp and since / B 1 < 1 P 1, we may choose in b a generating 
system of matrix units based on d’ = d’ (p . Hence, b N ‘$l(d’), and 
Q(d) has a generating system of matrix units based on d’ or ‘+X(d) rr 
‘%(d’). The same argument works also if d and d’ differ in za ,..., zr . 
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If d(x,) # d’(z,) and I > 1, interchange x1 and xa . The remaining 
case with 1 = 1 and d(q) # d’(.z,), however, can be treated with the 
remark at the end of the last section. 
5. It remains to show: %(d) N ‘%(d’) with d and d’ normalized 
implies d = d’. 
The proof will be by induction on 1 P (. Again, it suffices to treat 
only connected partially ordered sets P with ( P ( > 3. If P has 
minimal elements x1 ,. .., xr with I > 1, the Sz,, determine irreducible 
representations 7~~ . Then ‘2I(d) z %(d’) implies n,(‘%(d)) N nt(‘%(d’)) 
or d L,. = d’ Ipzt for i = I,..., 1 by induction hypothesis. This gives 
d = d’: Hence, it suffices to show the statement only for partially 
ordered sets P with a single minimal element z. Let P = P - z, 
d = d jl, and d’ = d’ Ip. Arguing as in [3], we may moreover 
assume d = d’, xzeP d(x) < co, and d’(z) < oz. Furthermore, we 
may assume that % = ‘B(d) contains apart from the d-system (f$V} 
also a d’-system (f:J of matrix units. Represent ?!I = %/a N Z(d) 
as an algebra of operators on $3(d) and define the automorphism 4 of 
58 by #(SE,,) = & . Let z1 ,..., xl be the minimal elements of P, then $ 
leaves the fi,( invariant, hence # is reduced by the Hilbert-spaces 
fii = fi$$J or # = C 0 & with & = 4 IBj . Since si,$ = R($,), 
each Ci is spatial, induced by a unitary operator iii . Then, however, 
u” = C @ ~2~ induces 4, and u can be expressed in terms of the matrix 
units of B. Let 
then 
converges weakly to a unitary operator u of 8. The operator u in $J 
then defines an automorphism of 9l with: IL ~.JJ* -f E,” E 52($3(d)). 
Substituting u t$,u* for c,, , we may thus assume I$, - f j!ja E R. Now 
apply [3, lo] to the operators {e$ ( x E P, pz E J(x)) and cfz,, j x E P, 
p E J(x)). In [3] these two systems were called fundamental systems 
of projections. Hence we may assume 
The argument at the end of 3 in [3] gives dim(e - f) = 0 mod y 
with y the greatest common divisor of all d(x) with x E f’. Since d and d 
are normalized, we see d = d’. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
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4. EXTENSIONS 
The construction of our model algebras admits an obvious extension 
to infinite partially ordered sets P. Of these the case of partially 
ordered sets of finite height will be treated elsewhere, Here, we shall 
rather consider two constructions, which extend the class of 
C*-algebras of [I] considerably. Since the proofs involve only tech- 
niques used [I] and [4], we shall only state the results. 
Let P be a countable partially ordered set, and let I be the system of 
all nontrivial N-valued functions on I, which have their support on 
finite subchains of P. For x E P, define now zI = (a E I j a(x) > O}. 
Then we may write “I = I, x I”, with I, , respectively Ix, the set of 
all restrictions of elements in xI to {y / y < X> respectively 
(y j y > x}. With Jj = 12(1), “$3 = L2(“I),... this gives “6 = 5, @ J3”. 
Thus we may define Rz = 15, @ si($j”) as an algebra of operators on 
$j. For Q C P, the algebra of operators on $j generated by all 53, with 
x EQ will be denoted by a(Q). 0 ur aim is the analysis of % = ‘S(P) 
in terms of P. Contrary to the models of Section 2, this construction 
does not incorporate defectors, and it seems to be difficult to do this, 
even for countable forests. 
The algebras R, with x E P satisfy 
WY = (0) if x and y are incomparable, 
(11) 
(0) #SI,R,CA, if x<y. 
As in [4] we can now show: Let Q be a finite subset of P, then 
a(Q)= c Oh 
==O 
and for every a = C2.Q z a with a, E K, and for every y E Q we have 
Moreover, 2X(Q) is order isomorphic to Q. 
This shows that 5% is the inductive limit of its “finite” subalgebras 
a(Q). Hence, we shall analyse ‘$I with the aid of these a(Q). In this 
process we shall consider P as a replacement for Prim ‘91. Thus we 
define: 
DEFINITION. A subset Q of P is called open if x E Q and y < x 
implies y E Q. An open set Q C P is called p-open if for x, y E Q, there 
exists a z = z(x, y) E Q with z < x, y. For an ideal 3 of a, define 
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further P(J) = {.x E P 1 Ji, C 31. Then we can show with almost the 
same techniques as in [4]: 
THEOREM 4. Every ideal 3 of %!I satis$es 3 = ‘%(P@)). Hence, the 
map J + P(J) defines a bijective order-preserving map of the set of all 
ideals of 5H onto the system of all open sets of P. This correspondence maps 
primitive ideals on to p-open sets. 
COROLLARY 1. (a) ‘3 possesses maximal (minimal) ideals z$f P has 
maximal (minimal) elements. 
(b) ‘% is primitive iff P is p-open. 
(c) ‘3 is antiliminal ~$7 P has no minimal elements. 
(d) ‘8 is postliminal $7 every p-open set Q is of the form Q5 = 
{yly >x)forsomexEP. 
COROLLARY 2. The map x + ‘%(QJ de&w an order-preserving 
injection of P into $1. This map is bijective t# 91 is postliminal. 
If P is a totally ordered set, it is possible to incorporate defectors 
in our construction. Thus, let P a countable totally ordered set, and 
let d be a defector on P, i.e., an N-valued function on P which takes 
on a positive value at the maximal element of P, if P possesses one. 
As in Section 2, define now I(d) to be the system of all Z-valued 
functions 01 on P with: 
(i) a! has finite support, 
(ii) a(x) E {O,..., d(x)} if x is the maximal element of P, 
a(x) E {-d(x),..., 0, l,...} if x E P is nonmaximal, 
(iii) CL(X) < 0, then a(y) = 0 for all y > x, 
(iv) if P has a maximal element x, then LX(X) > 0 or CL(Y) < 0 for 
some nonmaximal y. 
For x E P, let now xI = {a E I(d) j a(y) > 0 for all y < x}. Similarly, 
let 1, be the set of all N-valued functions on (y E P ) y < x) with 
finite support. Then we have as above xI = 1, x P with P = I(d,). 
As before, define now J3 = F(I(d)), “5 = P(“.Q... . Then, again, 
“$j = $$, @ $i”, and thus we may define R, = lB2 Q R($P). ‘N(d) will 
then denote the C*-algebra of operators on $$ generated by all fiz with 
x E P. It is easy to show that S(d) has all the properties of sP of [I]. In 
particular, a(d) h as a totally ordered system of ideals, which corre- 
spond to cuts of P. For arbitrary P, nothing is as yet known about the 
.580/16/3-z 
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isomorphism problem of these algebras. If P = N, one can show that 
d’ - d implies %(d’) N ‘S(d), if the equivalence of defectors is defined 
as above. It would be interesting to know if the converse holds and 
if every separable C*-algebra with @ = N has the form ‘2C(d) for some 
defector d on N. 
There is still one further aspect of our results worth mentioning. 
One of our main tools in [2] and [3] is the lifting of commutative 
algebras of projections. The result can be stated as follows: 
If b is a C*-algebra containing the compacts R such that @ = S/R 
is commutative with countable discrete dual r, then the extension b 
splits, i.e., b contains a commutative C*-subalgebra 8, such that 
B = fi @ 23, (semidirect). 
More generally, one may ask: For which commutative algebras 8 
is 23 a splitting extension of fi by b ? Such conditions may be formu- 
lated in terms of r, the spectrum of B. Specifically, we have: 
THEOREM 5. If the one-point compactzfication I’ of I’ is homeo- 
morphic to a subset of [w, then 23 splits. 
To prove this it is no loss of generality to assume that I’ = p, i.e., 
that r is already compact. Thus, 8 contains an identity and we may 
even assume that B contains the unit operator 1. But then we can find 
a regular positive operator f in b such that B is generated by the coset 
off modulo R Let 6 be the commutative C*-algebra generated by f, 
and let a,, = fi n 6:. Clearly, our claim will be proved if we can show 
that the extension (5 of the ideal &, splits. For this, we need the 
following two propositions: 
LEMMA 8. Let Z be a compact Hausdorfl space, and let Y be a 
closed subspace. Let 6 = 6(Z) be the (?-algebra of complex-valued 
continuous functions on 2, and let &, = k(Y) be the kernel of Y, i.e., the 
ideal of all functions vanishing on Y. Then the extension 6 of CO splits af 
and only tf Y is a retract of 2. 
LEMMA 9. Let Z be a closed subset of R, and let Y be a closed subset 
of 2. If the complement Z - Y is totally disconnected, then Y is a retract 
in 2, i.e., there exists a continuous surjective mapping 9): Z--f Y with 
y(y) = y for ally E Y. 
The proofs of Lemmas 8 and 9 are not very difficult. Thus we do 
not present them here. 
The algebra (E is generated by a regular positive element. Thus, its 
spectrum 2 is a closed subset of 88. If Y is the hull of C,, = R n 6, 
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then 2 - Y can be identified with the spectrum of E,, , which is 
countable, because &a C R Hence we can apply Lemmas 8 and 9 and 
the theorem is proved. 
As a consequence, we see that b always splits if I’ is second 
countable and totally disconnected. The result remains valid if 53 is 
replaced by a separable dual C*-algebra. 
If r is the circle, then 8 need not split as the C*-algebra generated 
by the shift operator shows. 
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